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Abstract

The metaphysical thoughts known as subhashitas in Sanskrit are basis for ethical values and scientific discoveries. This article presents a set of new metaphysical thoughts.
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1. Introduction

The minds of philosophers, saints, great thinkers and scientists run in various horizons in exploring the different activities of the nature created by the God. Their mind, energy and time so precious, that every activity leads to some unknown information. They do not need lavish space (place) and energy (food, clothes and house) but requires free mind and free time to explore the God gifted nature. Their explorations and realizations would lead to the scientific study for the benefit of the science and society. The existing scientific theories are meticulous analysis of five cosmic elements (Panch buthas - earth, air, water, sky and fire) by our great ancient and modern scholars.

This article illustrates more metaphysical thoughts which are in continuations of my previous papers which are struck to my mind while giving physics lectures and phenomenal behavior of living entities.

2. Subhashitas – Metaphysical Thoughts

I) God, Soul and Mind

1) God gives everyone one uniqueness.

2) Everyone talks philosophy and spirituality at the graveyard, but only few will follow.

3) No one shares your sins. You have to carry your sins for next birth.
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4) The human form of life is the most precious. Do not waste it.

5) Senses are the greedy organs.

6) Mind is covered with the dust of ignorance which keeps away from God.

7) Disturbed mind is like a radioactive source.

8) The more you serve the God, the more you receive happiness and rewards.

9) Family convergence takes place up to fifty years and then divergence.

10) Lord will appear in any form to please His real devotee as mother present before the child when he is in great trouble.

11) All our spiritual activities directly or indirectly lead to Supreme Lord.

12) Do not delay in doing things. You may be called any time.

13) We are tenants on this earth. We have to leave one day. Do not waste your time.

14) Never try to override the Guru (Teacher).

15) Donations to beggars and animals in the vicinity of temples add positive karma and they are residing there because of their previous bad karmas.

16) One should listen to the divine words - hymns and slokas, in the early hours of the day.

17) Man needs only three rooms – kitchen room, living room and rest room.

18) No one can defeat a powerful mind.

19) Joy and pain in life are like waves in ocean.

20) Everyone at least once in a life takes the name of God.

21) Lust, greed and anger are the three gates leading down to hell.

22) A person in a mode of goodness observes supreme Lord everywhere.

23) The Super soul monitors your activities as the Radar monitors the road activities.

24) A home without a deity and worship (puja) daily is a hotel.

II) Materialism

26) Wife is wealth.

27) One life one wife.

28) Happiness is not up, not out, but it is in.

29) Sleep is work as it generates energy for next day.

30) The doings of the wise should never harm the world.

31) Desires of worldly objects can plunge into endless misery.

32) Demonic nature leads to destruction.

33) If you pass the time, time will pass you.

34) Money is like a maidservant. It helps and goes.

35) Stored money disappears one day.

36) Appreciate them, love them, talk to them and solve their problems as after few days you may find them on wall photographs.

37) Active people find shortage of time.

38) Past incidents will further strain you. Forgetfulness and forgiveness will have good relations in future.

39) If you really want to do something, you will find way. If don’t, you will find excuse.

40) Past will never come back like flowing river water.

41) The inspired do not avoid work.

42) Visionary leaders take bold decisions for the future generations.

43) When you know the truth, the pursuance leads to victory.

44) A professional also needs good character.

45) To be simpler is more difficult.

46) Every problem has solution if it is solved with good intention for the benefit of the society.
47) Any activity initially finds cumbersome, once it is channelized, you find fruits.

48) Do not waste your precious energy and time on gossiping.

49) Striking ideas at right moment change destination.

50) No communication leads to separation.
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